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New Patented Chiropractic Equipment about to make waves in the community.

Biocushion Introduces a new biofeedback device that improves patient compliance with exercise.
Biocushion comes with multiple applications of usage for lower and upper extremity.

Oct. 2, 2008 - PRLog -- Web Address: www.biocushion.com

Master Trainer Patents Corrective Exercise device for Physical Therapy

ORMOND BEACH, FL ( Sept 30, 2008 ) - Tom Tanglos of Columbia MD. Receives US patent on a
Corrective  Exercise Device used for most Orthopedic Conditions. The device, Biocushion?, was originally
designed to meet the ever demanding needs of Orthopedic Procedures and Rehabilitation. Tom has taken
his desire, passion and knowledge of helping people to succeed and turned it into a product that will have a
tremendous impact on the Millions of people dealing with Hip/Knee Replacements, Amputees, Meniscus
tears, ACL tears etc.

His Mission is to improve the quality of life for those individuals dealing with Orthopedic concerns by
providing them a simple, easy to use tool that will measure their strength and progression on a daily basis.

“ There is a degree of accomplishment and excitement that no words can possibly describe when you create
a product that you know will bring tremendous benefit to Millions of people,” says Tanglos.

“ The Biocushion? is easy to use with a simple set up that all patients can understand. Provides objective
data on how a patient is doing, and the different sizes make for universal application for a wide range of
patient diagnoses. The Biocushion? comes with a multitude of exercises that can be utilized for upper and
lower extremity. It is a must have in any out-patient clinic interested in fostering patient independence with
exercise.” Kenneth Embrack, PT.

The uniqueness of the Biocushion? isn’t just in the shape, size or it’s simplicity of use, but also in the
applications from medical professionals, personal trainers, to the average home user.

“ At a time in society, where Orthopedic concerns are the norm and rehab is almost a necessity it’s
comforting to know that we can use a simple light weight device that can measure our progression on a
daily basis, especially when self-motivation is necessary in order to achieve progress,” adds Tanglos.
                     
For More Information Contact:               

Contact Person: Tom Tanglos, CEO, CPT
Co. Name: Biocushion LLC.
Tel# 586.747.9628
H# 410-531-0554
Email: TomT@biocushion.com
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Biocushion introduces the New Patented Orthopedic exercise device for biofeedback rehabilitation. Great
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for Chiropractors, Physical Therapist, corrective exercise, spinal stabilization, and medical exercise.

--- End ---

Source biocushion
City/Town Columbia
State/Province Maryland
Zip 21044
Country United States
Industry Physical therapy
Tags Biofeedback, Corrective Exercise, Medical Exercise, Physical Therapy, Chiropractic Equipment
Link https://prlog.org/10124400
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